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Orbital mismatch boosting nematic instability in iron-based superconductors
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We derive the effective action for the collective spin modes in iron-based superconductors. We show that,
due to the orbital-selective nature of spin fluctuations, the magnetic and nematic instabilities are controlled by
the degrees of orbital nesting between electron and hole pockets. Within a prototypical three-pocket model the
hole-electron orbital mismatch is found to boost spin-nematic order. This explains the enhancement of nematic
order in FeSe as compared to 122 compounds, and its suppression under pressure, where the emergence of the
second hole pocket compensates the orbital mismatch of the three-pocket configuration.
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Understanding the origin of the nematic phase is one of
the most challenging open issues in the field of iron-based
superconductors (IBS). In these systems the structural tran-
sition from tetragonal to orthorhombic is accompanied (and
often preempted) by a marked electronic anisotropy which
suggests an electronic origin of the instability [1]. The original
spin-nematic proposal [2,3] focuses on the typical topology of
the Fermi surface (FS) in pnictides, with hole-(h) like pockets at
� and electron-(e) like pockets at QX = (π,0) and QY = (0,π )
in the 1Fe unit-cell notation. The underlying idea is that the
nesting between h and e pockets favors the spin fluctuations at
these two equivalent momenta. According to [2,3], a nematic
phase emerges since the ellipticity of the e pockets induces
an anisotropy of the paramagnetic spin fluctuations before the
long-range magnetic order sets in, lowering the symmetry of
the electronic response from C4 to C2. This appealing scenario
is however challenged by the fact that nematicity is observed to
be stronger or weaker in systems with similar band structure.

FeSe is a remarkable example. Here the undoped compound
has a structural transition at TS = 90 K which is only cut off
below by the superconducting transition at Tc = 9 K [4]. The
lack of magnetic order motivated alternative interpretations for
nematicity as due to orbital ordering [5–10]. On the other hand,
sizable spin fluctuations have been detected in FeSe as well
[11,12], triggering an intense investigation on the interplay
between spin and orbital degrees of freedom [10,13–18].
Despite some interesting proposals [19–21], no consensus has
been reached yet on the mechanism favoring nematicity in FeSe
as compared to other systems, and leading to its suppression
with external and internal pressure [22–24].

In this Rapid Communication we show that the spin-nematic
scenario is able to discriminate topologically equivalent band
structures once the original derivation [2,3] is crucially revised
accounting for the orbital character of the bands. On general
grounds, the importance of the orbital content of the FS for the
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low-energy spin fluctuations in IBS, pointed out in [13], has
been recently discussed within several contexts [18,25–27].
Here we show that the orbital topology of the FS crucially
affects the spin-nematic instability itself, which is controlled by
the degree of orbital nesting, i.e., the relative orbital composi-
tion between the h and e pockets involved in the spin-exchange
mechanism. By projecting the general microscopic interaction
[28–32] on the low-energy multiorbital model of [33], spin
fluctuations at different Q vectors become orbital selective,
i.e., they involve only specific orbitals [13] [see Fig. 1(a)].
As a result, also the interactions between spin modes beyond
Gaussian level, responsible for the nematic instability, become
renormalized by the orbital content of the h and e pockets.
In particular, we find that orbital nesting can differentiate two
topologically equivalent three-pocket models in which a single
hole pocket is present at �. In the case of FeSe the relevant
h pocket is the outer one [see Fig. 1(b)], and we find that
its orbital mismatch with the e pockets boosts the nematic
instability, while it is detrimental for magnetism. In contrast,
in the 122 family the most relevant h pocket is the inner one
[34–36], having opposite orbital character [see Fig. 1(b)]. In
this case its good orbital nesting with the e pockets explains
the robustness of the magnetic phase and the appearance of
a nematic instability only in its proximity. Along the same
reasoning, we argue that in FeSe the suppression of nematicity
with internal or external pressure [22–24] can be ascribed to
the emergence of the inner hole pocket, changing the FS orbital
topology toward a more symmetric four-pocket model where
nematicity can be easily lost.

We consider first a general four-pocket model with two h
pockets at �, �±, and two e pockets at X and Y , that can be
easily adapted to describe different compounds among the 122
and 11 families. The kinetic part of the Hamiltonian is derived
adapting the low-energy model considered in [33], where each
pocket is described using a spinor representation in the pseudo-
orbital space [18,33]

Hl
0 =

∑
k,σ

ψ
l,†
kσ Ĥ l

0ψ
l
kσ , (1)
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FIG. 1. (a) General sketch of the orbital content of the FS of the
four-pocket model for IBS. The green/red arrows denote the OSSF,
connecting h and e pockets at different momenta. (b) Sketch of FeSe:
only the outer pocket is present. (c) Sketch of 122 systems: the outer
pocket is much larger, so it can be neglected in first approximation.
The orbital mismatch (matching) in panel (b) [(c)] is determined by
the out-of-phase (in-phase) angular dependence of the yz/xz orbital
in the h and X/Y e pockets. λ0

φ is the leading order value of the nematic
coupling, see Eqs. (16) and (17).

with Ĥ l
0 = hl

0τ0 + �hl · �τ , l = �,X,Y , and τ matrices represent
the pseudo-orbital spin. The spinors are defined as ψ� =
(cyz,cxz) and ψX/Y = (cyz/xz,cxy). Diagonalizing Ĥ0 we find
the dispersion relations El± = hl

0 ± hl with hl = |�hl|. We
introduce the rotation from the orbital to the band basis,(

h+
h−

)
=

(
u� −v�

v� u�

)(
cyz

cxz

)
(2)

with an analogous expression for the X/Y pockets, provided
that the corresponding orbital spinor is used. At X/Y only the
EX/Y+ band crosses the Fermi level, so in the following we will
use eX/Y for the corresponding fermonic operators dropping
the + subscript.

The interacting Hamiltonian is given by

Hint = −1/2
∑

q′
Uηη′ �Sη

q · �Sη′
−q (3)

with η,η′ = yz,xz,xy denoting the orbital index. The interac-
tion in the spin channel is defined as Uηη′ ∼ Uδηη′ + JH (1 −
δηη′ ), U and JH being the usual Hubbard and Hund couplings.
We consider only spin operators with intraorbital character
�Sη

q = ∑
kss ′ (c

η†
ks �σss ′c

η

k+qs ′ ) with σss ′ the Pauli matrices for the
spin operator. This choice is motivated by the general finding
that intraorbital magnetism is the dominant channel in IBS
[28–32]. The relevant magnetic fluctuations occur at momenta
q near QX or QY . At low energy we can project out the general
interaction, Eq. (3), onto the fermionic excitations defined by

the model (1). By using the rotation to the band basis, Eq. (2),
one can then establish a precise correspondence between the
orbital and the momentum character of the spin operators
�Sη

X/Y ≡ �Sη

q=QX/Y
:

�Syz

X =
∑

k

(u�h
†
+ + v�h

†
−) �σ uXeX, (4)

�Sxz
Y =

∑
k

(−v�h
†
+ + u�h

†
−) �σ uY eY , (5)

where we drop for simplicity the momentum and spin indices
of the fermionic operators. It then follows that the interacting
Hamiltonian, Eq. (3), reduces to

Hint = − Ũ

2

∑
q′

�Syz/xz

X/Y · �Syz/xz

X/Y , (6)

where Ũ is the intraorbital interaction renormalized at low
energy. As is clear from the above equation, it is the projection
of the generic interaction Hamiltonian (3) onto the low-energy
model (1) that generates orbital-selective spin fluctuations
(OSSF). Indeed, since at low energy the xz/yz-fermionic states
exist only around QY /QX, it turns out that the spin operators
�Sη

X with η �= yz and �Sη

Y with η �= xz are absent in Eq. (6), so
that there are no terms involving the Hund’s coupling. Once
this correspondence has been established the derivation of the
effective action is formally equivalent to the one used in the
simplified band language [2]. One can decouple the interaction
term, Eq. (3), by means of two vectorial Hubbard-Stratonovich
(HS) fields ��yz/xz

X/Y which will describe in what follows the
collective electronic spin fluctuations. The effective action up
to quartic order becomes

Seff = (
�

yz

X �xz
Y

)(χ−1
X 0

0 χ−1
Y

)(
�

yz

X

�xz
Y

)

+ ((
�

yz

X

)2 (
�xz

Y

)2)(u11 u12

u12 u22

)((
�

yz

X

)2(
�xz

Y

)2

)
(7)

Here χ−1
X/Y = 1/Us + 

yz/xz

X/Y , where Us is the effective inter-

actions between low-energy quasiparticles, and 
yz/xz

X/Y is the
propagator in the long-wavelength and zero-frequency limit:


yz

X = T
∑
k,iωn

u2
�u2

Xg+gX + v2
�u2

Xg−gX, (8)

xz
Y = T

∑
k,iωn

v2
�u2

Y g+gY + u2
�u2

Y g−gY . (9)

gi(k,iωn) = (iωn − Ei
k)−1 are the Green’s functions in the

band basis, i = ± denotes the h bands, and i = X,Y the
electronic ones. The coefficients of the quartic part of the action
in Eq. (7) are (see also [26])

u11 = T
∑
k,iωn

(
u2

XgX

)2(
u2

�g+ + v2
�g−

)2
, (10)

u22 = T
∑
k,iωn

(
u2

Y gY

)2(
v2

�g+ + u2
�g−

)2
, (11)

u12 = T
∑
k,iωn

u2
XgXu2

Y gY u2
�v2

�(g+ − g−)2. (12)
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FIG. 2. Diagrammatic representation of the vertices connecting
the HS fields to the fermionic operators. Wavy (red/green) lines denote
the HS fields (�yz/xz

X/Y ), solid lines the excitations in the e pockets, and
dashed/dotted lines excitations in the outer/inner h pocket. The ul,vl

coefficients account for the orbital component of each band, according
to the low-energy projection (4) and (5).

As usual, the effective action is an expansion in powers of
the HS fields. The coefficients of the nth power of the field is
a loop with n fermionic lines, leading to the product of two
or four Green’s functions in Eqs. (8), (9) and Eqs. (10)–(12),
respectively. The vertices connecting �

yz/xz

X/Y to the band oper-
ators are depicted in Fig. 2. Using this correspondence, which
follows from the projection (4) and (5) of the spin operators at
low energy, one easily understands that the fermionic loops
are weighted with the elements ul,vl defining the orbital
content of each band. The magnetic instability is controlled
by the Gaussian part of the action, Eq. (7), and it occurs at
the temperature where the inverse QX/Y susceptibilities χ−1

X/Y

vanish. The nematic instability happens when the fluctuations
along the x and y directions become inequivalent already above
TN . Since u11 = u22 due to C4 symmetry, the quartic part of
the action, Eq. (7), can be simply diagonalized as

S
(4)
eff = λψψ2 + λφφ2, (13)

where

ψ = 1√
2

((
�

yz

X

)2 + (
�xz

Y

))2
, λψ = u11 + u12, (14)

φ = 1√
2

((
�

yz

X

)2 − (
�xz

Y

))2
, λφ = u11 − u12. (15)

Notice that the tensorial form of the nematic order parameter
proposed in Ref. [14] does not contain our result, Eq. (15),
which in turn is dictated by the only possible non-Gaussian
terms, Eq. (7), for the OSSF. From Eq. (13) one sees that a
nematic instability is possible only for λφ < 0, when making
〈φ〉 �= 0 lowers the energy of the system. However, while in
Ref. [2] λφ is only controlled by the shape of the e pockets, we
find that also the degree of orbital nesting plays an important
role.

To make a first estimate of this effect we consider the simple
case where the e/h pockets are perfectly nested circular FS,
so that the orbital weights reduce to u� = uY = vX = cos θk,
v� = vY = uX = sin θk, and the Green’s functions can be writ-

ten as gX = gY = ge = (iωn − ε)−1, g+ = g− = gh = (iωn +
ε)−1, with ε = −ε0 + k2/2m − μ. ε0 is the offset energy, m

the parabolic band mass, and μ the chemical potential. Within
this approximation we can carry out explicitly the integration in
Eqs. (8)–(12), showing that the differences between the various
terms arise only from the angular integration of the product of
the orbital weights. For what concerns the magnetic instability,
the spin-fluctuation bubbles 

yz/xz

X/Y , Eqs. (8) and (9), are both
proportional to eh = T

∑
k,iωn

gegh that lead to the usual log
divergence: eh ∼ −NF log ω0/T where NF is the density
of states and ω0 an upper cutoff [37]. On the other hand,
the orbital renormalization of the S

(4)
eff action is much more

severe. Indeed, considering two hole pockets of the same size,
one immediately finds from Eq. (12) that u12 = 0. This leads
to a large positive nematic eigenvalue λφ in Eq. (15), which
prevents the occurrence of nematicity, in agreement with recent
renormalization group studies on the four-pocket model [27].

To simulate the case of specific compounds we consider
two three-pocket models in which a single hole pocket at � is
well nested with the elliptical e pockets: (a) The 3p+ model for
FeSe [Fig. 1(b)], where only the outer pocket �+ crosses the
Fermi level while the inner pocket �− sinks below it before the
nematic transition [18,24]. (b) The 3p− model for 122 systems
[Fig. 1(c)], where the outer pocket �+ is much larger than the
electron ones, so it weakly contributes to the nesting [38,39].
These two models would be equivalent within the simplified
band approach [2] but lead to different OSSF actions. As far
as nematicity is concerned, we see that while the u12 term in
Eq. (12) is the same when only one of the two hole pockets is
considered, the u11 and u22 terms pick up in a different way
the orbital weights at �, allowing us to discriminate between
the two cases.

(a) FeSe. As has been recently discussed in Ref. [18], the
disappearance of the inner hole pocket in FeSe can be explained
by the combined effect of spin-orbit coupling and OSSF
shrinking mechanism. When only the �+ pocket is considered
in Eqs. (10)–(12) all the coefficients of the quartic action
become equal, so that at leading order λ0

ψ > 0 and λ0
φ = 0.

Following the same lines of [2], we then include at perturbative
level the e-pockets ellipticity and the deviations from perfect
nesting. Since the results are robust with respect to the latter
perturbation [37], we discuss here only the dependence on the
ellipticity parameter δe. In this case, the eigenvalues of the
quartic action turn out to be

λ
3p+
ψ = 3K(T ), λ

3p+
φ = −K(T )

b δ2
e

T 2
(16)

with K(T ) = 7NF ζ (3)/(83π2T 2). As one can see, as soon as
a finite ellipticity is included, λφ < 0 at any temperature. This
result is then analogous to the one found in the simplified band
language of Ref. [2], and the nematic critical temperature is
determined by the divergence of the full nematic susceptibility
χnem = ∫

q
χ2

X/(1 + λφ

∫
q
χ2

X) [40]. On the other hand, the
orbital mismatch between the h and e pockets realized in
the case of FeSe is detrimental for the magnetic instability
itself. Indeed, when only the �+ pocket is present the magnetic
propagator in Eqs. (8) and (9) is reduced by a factor 1/8 with
respect to eh found in the simplified band language, since


yz/xz

X/Y ∼ eh

∫
(dθ/2π ) cos2 θ sin2 θ = eh/8 [37].
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FIG. 3. (a) χ
yz/xz

X/Y (q = 0) and (b) nematic eigenvalue λφ for the
3p+ and 3p− model for the same set of band parameters (see text).
Here TNéel = 110, 24 K for the 3p−, 3p+ model, respectively, while
the change of sign of λφ for the 3p− model occurs around 112 K.

(b) 122 systems. In this case the good orbital nesting be-
tween the h and e pockets makes the u11 term (10) much larger
than the u12 term (12), so that at leading order λ0

φ in Eq. (15)
is positive, preventing a nematic transition. Accounting for the
ellipticity of the e pockets one finds

λ
3p−
ψ = K(T )

(
19 − 12bδ2

e

T 2

)
,

λ
3p−
φ = K(T )

(
16 − 25

2

bδ2
e

T 2

)
, (17)

so that the ellipticity is again the driving force for the nematic
transition. However, in this case λ

3p−
φ (which always becomes

negative first) changes sign only below a temperature T ∗
scaling as T ∗ ∼ 0.19δe [37]. At the same time the good orbital
nesting pushes the magnetic transition to higher temperatures,
since 

yz/xz

X/Y ∼ 3eh/8.
To make a quantitative comparison between the two three-

pocket models, we show in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) the magnetic
susceptibility χ

yz/xz

X/Y (q = 0) and the nematic eigenvalue λφ

using the same set of band parameters, as appropriate, e.g., for
122 compounds [37]. As one can see, by accounting uniquely
for the different orbital nesting the Néel temperature of the
3p+ model, T

3p+
Néel , is suppressed by about 80% with respect

to the 3p− case. Taking into account also that the experi-
mental density of states in FeSe is smaller than in 122 com-
pounds [18], T

3p+
Néel is expected to be further suppressed [37].

Finally from Fig. 3(b), one observes that while λ
3p+
φ is always

negative, λ
3p−
φ changes sign slightly above the T

3p−
Néel , and

then rapidly increases in absolute value. These considerations
provide a possible explanation of the observed proximity
between the nematic and magnetic transition in 122 systems
[41].

The above results offer also a possible explanation for the
suppression of nematicity in FeSe under internal and external
pressure. Indeed, it has been reported that sulfur isoelectronic
substitution [24,42] brings back the inner hole pocket above
the Fermi level. This finding is also supported by ab initio
calculations, which usually miss the experimental position
of the Fermi level but report in general an increase of the
hole-pockets size with pressure [21,43]. The emergence of
the inner hole pocket changes the FS topology of FeSe toward
the more symmetric four-pocket model, which has been shown
before to be detrimental for nematicity, leading to the largest
positive value of the λ0

φ eigenvalue. On the other hand, the
same mechanism could also enhance magnetism, as observed.
How these two effects interplay with the concomitant increase
of the superconductivity remains an open question for future
studies.

In conclusion, we derived the effective model for the
spin fluctuations starting from a multiorbital low-energy four-
pocket fermionic model. We showed that orbital degrees of
freedom renormalize the effective interactions between spin
modes, with observable consequences on the magnetic and
nematic instabilities. We considered explicitly a prototype
three-pocket model, as appropriate for FeSe and 122 com-
pounds, where the only difference between the two cases is
the orbital content of the relevant h pocket at �. In FeSe the
orbital mismatch between the outer h pocket and the electron
ones boosts nematicity and is detrimental for magnetism. In
122 compounds the good h-e orbital nesting favors magnetism
and makes nematicity possible only at temperatures close to
the magnetic transition. Our results offer a unified scenario to
understand how orbital nesting can differentiate topologically
equivalent band structures. Further confirmations of this mech-
anism can provide a useful tool to ultimately reach the external
control on nematic order in iron-based systems.
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